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AIR FORCE VETERAN BLOWS LID OFF EMERGENCY ROOM BILLING DENIAL SCANDAL. SEE PAGES 16-17.

By John Friend

A
burgeoning political and in-
tellectual dissident move-
ment known as the Intel-
lectual Dark Web is gaining

traction and popularity as the thought
police and enforcers of political cor-
rectness that are attempting to control
the prevailing political, social, and cul-
tural discourse continue their tyran-
nical overreach into the lives of not
only public intellectuals, journalists,
and other outspoken thinkers, but also
average Americans holding views
that challenge the prevailing political
orthodoxy.
The Intellectual Dark Web, or IDW,

is comprised of a number of popular,
yet politically incorrect and contro-
versial, thinkers, academics, jour-
nalists, and independent political
and cultural commentators that have
openly rebelled from “the establish-
ment”—major academic institutions,
mainstream media platforms and

outlets, and other avenues and ven-
ues promoting politically correct nar-
ratives and ideas. Many of these in-
dividuals began their careers oper-
ating in established institutions before
rebelling and venturing out on their
own in order to pursue their unique
intellectual passions and challenge

many of the pillars of mainstream, po-
litically correct narratives shaping our
political discourse today.
At its heart, the IDW is a movement

of independent thinkers who are de-
termined to buck the shackles of
political correctness and champion
free speech, free thought, and free in-
tellectual and political inquiry, at
least on many topics. A recent profile
of the IDW published by The New
York Times describes the group as “a
collection of iconoclastic thinkers, ac-
ademic renegades, and media per-
sonalities who are having a rolling
conversation—on podcasts, YouTube,
and Twitter, and in sold-out audito-
riums—that sounds unlike anything
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THE INSIDE SCOOPMEET ME ON THE
DARKWEB

Philosophers, free thinkers retreat to little-known
Internet fringe area to have politically incorrect debates
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